
U.S.S. Ganymede  June 9, 1998


Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede remains docked at Starbase 323 finishing out a restock and repair.  Ensign Arthure Warke has arrived at the Starbase and will soon board the Ganymede, reporting back to duty.

Kris:
Lt. Cmdr. Louis is aboard the shuttle Perseus 2.  Having been damaged by an ion storm while investigating the nearby nebula, he is adrift inside a large cloud.  All shuttle systems are offline and Louis is getting a bit cold.

Kris:
The refits and resupply are nearing completion.  Admiral Hazbin has been entertaining Captain Olbrun in his temporary quarters on the Starbase.

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede remains docked at Starbase 323 finishing out a restock and repair.  Ensign Arthure Warke has arrived at the Starbase and will soon board the Ganymede, reporting back to duty.

Kris:
Lt. Cmdr. Louis is aboard the shuttle Perseus 2.  Having been damaged by an ion storm while investigating the nearby nebula, he is adrift inside a large cloud.  All shuttle systems are offline and Louis is getting a bit cold.

Kris:
The refits and resupply are nearing completion.  Admiral Hazbin has been entertaining Captain Olbrun in his temporary quarters on the Starbase.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>

CTO_Cain:
::Leaves quarters heading for bridge::

TACSirach:
::following Vid into Vulcan Mission::

CO_Olbrun:
::looking positively on edge in Hazbin's quarters, and longs for escape::

ENGBishop:
::in engineering looking at monitors::

Ens_Vid:
::Thinks Sirach will need more than CMO Wells guidance::

XO_Louis:
:: On board Perseus 2... draped blanket over shoulders and working on power conduit under floor panel ::

CSO_Paldn:
@::finishing pizza::

COBradley:
@::being rushed into the medlab on SB 323::

Ens_Vid:
::Still puzzeled by feeling of dread for another crewmwmber::

CTO_Cain:
::enters bridge and heads toward Tactical.::

OPS_Rhian:
::Discussing final hull repairs outside starbord warp nacelle::

TACSirach:
@::wonders if Vid knows his secret::

AdmHazbin:
@Dara:  So, I hope we have a clearer understanding.

CMO_Wells:
:: reaches into her pack where dicken is hiding, after finishing her pizza:::

CNS_Warke:
::gets off TL and goes onto bridge::

CSO_Paldn:
Wells: that was wonderful, guess we should head back

CMO_Wells:
::wipes away tomato sause:: CSO:  btw thanks.....

TACSirach:
@::trying not to think about anything...just happy thoughts::

CTO_Cain:
Warke: Welcome abourd counsler.

CO_Olbrun:
@Hazbin: We do. ::she's keeping her answer brief and to the point::

CNS_Warke:
Cain:thank you

Ens_Vid:
Sirach: Enter this Shrine in Peace:

COBradley:
@::Doctors,including Dr. Amber Snow from Quirinus,surround Bradley with equipment::

TACSirach:
Vid: okay

CTO_Cain:
::checks recently repaired sheilds::

XO_Louis:
_AWAY %::Working diligently to get the power conduit repaired, since communications are down ::_

TACSirach:
<@>

CSO_Paldn:
Wells: you're welcome, good thing the restaurant didnt spot the cats

CMO_Wells:
@Cos:  ya....better get back. our departments must be lost with out us. ::smiles as she stands::

Buttercp has been made a spectator

TACSirach:
@ Vid: we must return to the Ganymede soon ::trying not to let Vid know his secret::

Ens_Vid:
Sirach: Permission to Meld Minds to ease your pain:

CSO_Paldn:
@Well: yup, back to the machines, and set sail

CMO_Wells:
CSo:  they have gotten use to hiding in unusal places, especially plants , and  back packs.

AdmHazbin:
@::smiling gently::  Good.  Well then, how have you been?  You.  Not "Captain Olbrun".  But, you...Dara.

XO_Louis:
_AWAY_

TACSirach:
@ Vid: <deep breath> okay

CMO_Wells:
<@>

CO_Olbrun:
@::she holds her hands in her lap so she won't start drumming her fingers::

CO_Olbrun:
@Hazbin: I'm doing just fine, thank you for asking.

Ens_Vid:
::Begins to Meld::Entering Sirachs Deepest thoughts::

CSO_Paldn:
@::starts walking towards the ship::

AdmHazbin:
@::sighing::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she notes this, and wonders why that's occuring::

CNS_Warke:
::goes to her station::

CTO_Cain:
::performs diagnostics on tactical sensors::

COBradley:
@::Dr.Snow retreats to the background knowing that the others cannot do anything::

AdmHazbin:
ACTION: HAZBIN'S COMM BEEPS.

AdmHazbin:
@::somewhat relieved::

CO_Olbrun:
@::is likewise relieved::

Ens_Vid:
@::Feels a second presence::

OPS_Rhian:
::beginning trek back towards airlock 7::

AdmHazbin:
@::tapping badge::  Yes?  ::turning away for privacy::

CMO_Wells:
@:: keeps the cats in her pack until they are out of the restrant , then let's them out on there leades, dicken is folowing CSo's heels::

AdmHazbin:
@::muttering::  Hmm.  Yes, thank you.  I'll be there shortly.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she tries not to listen in::

COBradley:
@::Bradley's lifesigns fluctuate dangerously::

CSO_Paldn:
@::nice kitty, gives cat a snack::

Ens_Vid:
@::Breaks the Meld::is Struck with pain for Sirach::

AdmHazbin:
@::turning back to Olbrun::  I have some grave news.

TACSirach:
@::exits mind meld::

AdmHazbin:
@Dara:  Brad is ill.  And he's been brought here in hopes of saving him.

COBradley:
@::The doctors rush around for more equipment::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she's instantly on her guard::Hazbin: How are his chances?

AdmHazbin:
@Dara:  I'm heading over to sickbay.  It doesn't sound good.

CMO_Wells:
@CSO:  if dicken is bothing you i'll make him stop..... as she jogs to catch up with the CSo::

Ens_Vid:
@Sirach: We must discuss this wit CMO Wells when we return to ship:

CTO_Cain:
::diagnostics finished and show all funtional for tactical sensors::

TACSirach:
@ Vid: ::lowers head:: understood

CSO_Paldn:
@CMO: no worries , I like animals, ::gives cat another snack:;

CO_Olbrun:
@Hazbin: Then I'm coming with you.

AdmHazbin:
@Dara:  ::nodding::  Right.  ::heading out the door and for the turbolift.

COBradley:
@::The doctors are sloly realizing that thier efforts may be in vain.  One goes over to consult Dr. Snow::

Ens_Vid:
@Sirach:Let's go back to the ship now :

CO_Olbrun:
@::she follows, but keeps a little distance::

Bob has entered the conversation

AdmHazbin:
@::taking long strides down the corrdor::

TACSirach:
@::follows Vid:: Vid: are we headed directly to sickbay?

AdmHazbin:
@::taking turbolift down to sickbay::

CMO_Wells:
@ CSo:  good...  ::smiles::   do think we should hurry we need to make sure our departments are  in order for departure.

CTO_Cain:
::checks inventory on torpedoes to verify Ganeymede is fully stocked::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she is able to keep up rather well, and arrives in sickbay with him, looking around for Bradley::

Ens_Vid:
@Sirach:No I don't think the Doctor is aboard yet:

CSO_Paldn:
@CMO: good idea, heres the gate

CNS_Warke:
::gets setup::

COBradley:
@::Bradley's lifesigns stabilize, but on the low side::

XO_Louis:
%::Beginning to feel the temperature change, and still working away at restoring power ::

TACSirach:
@Vid: What about the new counselor ::hoping Vid will say no, but felt he must say something::

AdmHazbin:
@::voice booming worriedly::  Well?  Where is he?

CO_Olbrun:
@::she ignores Hazbin and makes a beeline for Bradley, trying to stay out of the way of the doctors::

COBradley:
@:: the doctors part like the red sea and reveal Bradley's biobed::

AdmHazbin:
@::mowing down doctors like the parting of the Red Sea::

Ens_Vid:
@Sirach: That would be excellent. I forgot about the counselor coming aboard.:

CMO_Wells:
@CSo: I will talk to you later, when we get this ship back in order, :: heads off to return her cats to her quarters before she returns to her SB::

Ens_Vid:
@::heads to TR to return to ship with Sirach in tow::

AdmHazbin:
@::glancing at biobed readings::  None of this means anything to me.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she can finally see Bradley- he has definately looked better in days past::

CSO_Paldn:
CMO: ok, take care, ::heads for bridge::

COBradley:
@::Bradley's readings lower, but still fighting, Bradley's eyes flutter::

AdmHazbin:
@Brad!  Can you hear me?

CO_Olbrun:
@::she makes it over to the bed and takes his hand very gently:: Bradley:: Hey you.

CTO_Cain:
::sends current sheild and weapons status to XO's and Captains PADDs ready for when they return::

TACSirach:
::follows Vid::

COBradley:
@::Bradley has lost considerable wieght and is very pale::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she's about to lose her patience with Hazbin's blustering::

CSO_Paldn:
::walking to bridge::

AdmHazbin:
@Dara:  He looks so pale.  What happened to him, I wonder...

COBradley:
@::Looks around slowly::glancing at Hazbin::

Ens_Vid:
::Vid and Sirach have returned aboard & head for bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
@Hazbin: I don't know, but I just wish we could have done more for him.

COBradley:
@::Eyes move to Dara and instantly lock with hers::

TACSirach:
::still following Vid::

CMO_Wells:
:: having droped her cats off at her qurters goes to her SB::

CSO_Paldn:
::enters bridge::

OPS_Rhian:
<OS1 Lee>   ::at OPS; does not female on bridge, assumes she is part of starbase repair crew::

AdmHazbin:
@::sighing grimly:: 

COBradley:
@Dara:Crackling voice::Dara...

Ens_Vid:
::enters bridge::

CSO_Paldn:
::looks around to see who is on bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she gently smooths a few hairs off his forehead:: Bradley:: I'm here.

TACSirach:
::enter bridge::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach: Enjoy your shore leave?

COBradley:
@::hairs fall out of head::

TACSirach:
Cain: not really...you?

CMO_Wells:
:: goes into her office and checks the status of SB's up grades::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Nope.

CSO_Paldn:
Cain: do you know where the XO is?

TACSirach:
Cain: why...couldn't have been as bad as mine

COBradley:
@Dara:Crackling::so...much .....I should.....'ve ....told ..........you.

AdmHazbin:
@Brad:  You've got work to do.  Get better, man.  

CTO_Cain:
Palidine:  No sir.

TACSirach:
::looking around, does not see XO::

CMO_Wells:
:: notices that En Sirah's nero scann anyaysis just got back::

CSO_Paldn:
CTO: please page him to the bridge

COBradley:
@::slowly shakes head::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she keeps her expression neutral, her voice quiet:: Bradley: It's all right.

AdmHazbin:
@::patting Bradley's leg in a bizarrely gentle gesture::

TACSirach:
Cain: I was almost killed..twice. And my biggest secret is out

COBradley:
@::I'm done here::

CTO_Cain:
*XO_Louis* Please report to the bridge.

COBradley:
@Dara....

Ens_Vid:
Sirach do not forget the Counselor:

CSO_Paldn:
*Bridge to all stations report in*

CO_Olbrun:
@Bradley: Yes?

TACSirach:
Cain: To top it off I lost a couple poker games

ENGBishop:
::leave engineering and heads for his quarters::

COBradley:
@Dara: Thank you.....

CO_Olbrun:
@Bradley: For what?

CNS_Warke:
Vid:I am the counselor

TACSirach:
Warke: When you have a chance, under Vid's recommendation, I need to see you

CMO_Wells:
:: is conserned over the test that she got back::

CSO_Paldn:
CTO: If you cannot locate the XO please ask the starbase for help

OPS_Rhian:
<OS1 Lee> CTO: The XO was last reported leaving on a shuttlecraft and has not reported in for some time Sir.

Ens_Vid:
::returns to Conn and checks board & moorings::

COBradley:
@Dara:.....everything.......

CTO_Cain:
Paladine: the computer shows he is not abourd.  I will contact the starbase.

COBradley:
@::Bradley's lifesigns turn down to zero, but he has one last breath::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she has a hint at what he meant, but isn't going to press him any further::Bradley: Shhh.

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:I can see you right now

TACSirach:
Warke: okay

AdmHazbin:
@::silently grim::

CSO_Paldn:
OPS: did you say the Xo checked out a shuttle?

COBradley:
@Dara:  ......I ......love .....you..........

CTO_Cain:
Paladine: Starbase 323 cannot locate him sir.

TACSirach:
Cain: permission to leave station

AdmHazbin:
@::turning and sniffing::  

CO_Olbrun:
@::she bites down on her lip:: Bradley: I know.

AdmHazbin:
@::trying to cover it with a cough::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she just pats his hand, unable to say the same::

CMO_Wells:
:: makes not to send results to the new consolor::

COBradley:
@::Bradley's lifesigns are gone::

CSO_Paldn:
Sirach: stay on the bridge please

OPS_Rhian:
<OS1 Lee> CSO: Yes sir.

CSO_Paldn:
TAC: please contact the SB and locate the shuttle

TACSirach:
Warke: maybe some other time...CSO's orders ::relieved::

TACSirach:
::Contacting SB::

ENGBishop:
::feels like he needs to go back to engineering::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she lays his hand on his chest, and closes his eyes, then turns away::

TACSirach:
SB: Do you know the location of a shuttle taken out by our XO?

AdmHazbin:
@::red-faced and grim::  Damn.  Another good officer.

AdmHazbin:
@::jaw moving as teeth grind::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she walks out of Sickbay, not crying, just quiet, reflective::

FCO_Vid:
::This could be the bad feeling I was getting about a crewmember::

CSO_Paldn:
*Sky to Captain* we cannot locate the XO at present

AdmHazbin:
@::left alone by Bradley's side and silently staring off into space::

AdmHazbin:
@Well, Brad.  You've been there when it was tough.  I relied on you.  You never let me down.  Even those tough ones.  You were there.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she starts making her way back to her ship- a part of her wanting to cry, but another part of her feeling things have come full circle:: *Sky* I'm on my way. As soon as the entire crew is aboard, detach umbilicals and get us over to that nebula- he's in there somewhere.

TACSirach:
CSO: SB reports that they do not know the location of XO Louis

CSO_Paldn:
*Captain* Aye

XO_Louis:
%::Unable to restore power to any systems, and getting colder... turns on the emergency distress beacon.::

CTO_Cain:
CSO: I suggest a full sensor sweep sir.

CSO_Paldn:
CTO: proceed

CTO_Cain:
CSO: Aye.

AdmHazbin:
@Put in a good word for me wherever you are, Brad.

CTO_Cain:
::Starts sensor sweep::

CSO_Paldn:
OPS: bring main power online

CO_Olbrun:
@::she beams directly to the bridge, and takes her seat, even if she's not in uniform at the moment::

CO_Olbrun:
@::in civilian clothes she almost looks like someone else::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain on the bridge

OPS_Rhian:
<OS1 LEE> CSO: Aye sir, initiating startup sequence

AdmHazbin:
@::grimly leaving the sickbay and returning to quarters::

CNS_Warke:
Olbrun:I'm the counselor

DrSnow:
@::moves over to Bradley and covers him with the biobed's sheet::

CO_Olbrun:
Warke: Yes, I remember you. Welcome back.

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: we are powering up and preparing to depart

OPS_Rhian:
::entering airlock 7::

CNS_Warke:
Olbrun:it's nice to be back

TACSirach:
::checking ship's status::

FCO_Vid:
Capt.:umbilicals ready to disengage at your command:

CSO_Paldn:
::moves to SCI1::

CO_Olbrun:
Paladine: Very good. Please make one last call of our personnel from the starbase, and if they miss their ride, they'll have to catch us later.

TACSirach:
::satisfied with repair crew's work::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: Aye , Aye

DrSnow:
@::Turns on the stasis field and turns away to file the death certificate on the computer::

XO_Louis:
%::Feeling chilled, moves to the bench and curls up with the blanket ::

CSO_Paldn:
*Ganymede to SB* now departing, all crew board immediately

CTO_Cain:
Captain: Picking up distress beacon from the shuttlecraft.

OPS_Rhian:
<OS1 Lee> CO: I am picking up a distress signal from the XO's shuttle, attempting to localize

CSO_Paldn:
::checks crew roster:: Captain: ready to depart

CMO_Wells:
::looks at a minitor::   * bridege: what si our status?

OPS_Rhian:
::removes suit and procedes to bridge::

CO_Olbrun:
::she leans back in her seat:: Helm: Let's get out of here. Plot a course for the nebula, full impulse once we're clear of the station.

CO_Olbrun:
<Hei Yu> Aye.

TACSirach:
CMO: Prepare a medical team for XO's arrival

XO_Louis:
%:: Noticing that my breath is leaving steam linger and feeling very tired ::

FCO_Vid:
Capt.:Aye Corse plotted for Nebula Full IMPULSE:

CSO_Paldn:
::full sensor sweep::

DrSnow:
@::finishes death certificate and sends it to public forums::

TACSirach:
CO: Captain, recommend we raise shields...nebula may get a little rough

CMO_Wells:
tac*:  aye aye

OPS_Rhian:
::enters bridge, relieves OS1 Lee::

CSO_Paldn:
::SR and LR sensors active::

CO_Olbrun:
Sirach: We can't beam him through the shields, Ensign.

TACSirach:
CO: It might help with entry though

CSO_Paldn:
CO: now detecting shuttle, ionic activity has ebbed

CMO_Wells:
all of sb: you heard him , we have possible trama coming in, with hypertermia,  let's get moving.

FCO_Vid:
Capt: We are well clear of SB:

CO_Olbrun:
Tac: Tractor the shuttle, and beam Louis directly to Sickbay once we are in range.

XO_Louis:
%:: Fighting the cold... and drifts off to sleep ::

TACSirach:
CO: aye

CSO_Paldn:
::feeding data to FCO::

TACSirach:
::tractoring shuttle::

Kris:
ACTION: THE TRACTOR BEAM LANCES OUT FROM THE GANYMEDE AND GRABS THE SHUTTLE PERSEUS 2.

XO_Louis:
%::Tossed about ::

CMO_Wells:
:: gathers trama gear, and set's up Sick Bay for the XO's arrival::   Co: Sickbay is ready to recive the XO

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  We are in range, beam him abord.

CSO_Paldn:
::scanning for storm activity in the region::

Kris:
ACTION: THE PERSEUS 2 IS BROUGHT IN TOWARDS THE GANYMEDE'S LOOMING SAFETY.

CNS_Warke:
::works on setting up a schedule::

TACSirach:
::beams XO aboard::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach: Good job.

TACSirach:
CO: Captain, XO is aboard

CO_Olbrun:
::she's hoping that they got to him in time- she doesn't think that she can handle two deaths in one day::

CO_Olbrun:
*Wells:* How is he?

TACSirach:
Cain: Thank you

CSO_Paldn:
::feeding sensor data on XO to CMO::

TACSirach:
CO: What should we do with the shuttle?

CMO_Wells:
:: get's Xo onto a biobed......:: *CO:   He's alive..... very cold , but alive.

CO_Olbrun:
Sirach: Dock it, Ensign.

TACSirach:
CO: Aye

CO_Olbrun:
::she's keeping her cool admirably, in light of the circumstances::

TACSirach:
::using tractor beam to dock shuttle::

CSO_Paldn:
::pleased XO is alive::

XO_Louis:
:: Laying on biobed with blue lips ::

CO_Olbrun:
*Wells* Keep me informed, Doctor.

FCO_Vid:
CTO_Cain: Shall I keep stationary trac Sir?

CSO_Paldn:
::tracking local weather patterns::

CMO_Wells:
En Yoder:  start up a warm fluid transfer ance, we need to slowly warm him up......

CTO_Cain:
Vid: Yes.

CMO_Wells:
*CO:  I will sir......

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Please set course for the Federation Outpost Diva, warp two.

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Engage.

CNS_Warke:
::finishes setting up schedule::

CMO_Wells:
:: begins the process of slowly bringing the XO's body temperture back with in safe levels::

FCO_Vid:
Capt:Course laid and Plotted:

TACSirach:
::monitoring ship's status::

CSO_Paldn:
CO: now detecting ionic activity

CO_Olbrun:
Vid: Once we're clear of the nebula, engage.

CO_Olbrun:
Tac: Shields up.

FCO_Vid:
CApt.:Warp2 attained:

TACSirach:
::raising shields::

CTO_Cain:
Captain: Aye.

CSO_Paldn:
::monitoring storm boundaries::

CTO_Cain:
::continually sensors are for tactonic emmisions::

CMO_Wells:
:: wraps the Xo in thermal wraps::   XO: hey can you here me.... come on commander   I'm sure you can.......:: checks his vitals::

FCO_Vid:
Capt: 2 hrs. to Diva:

CO_Olbrun:
::realises for the first time since she stepped back on board that she's not in her uniform:: Helm: Thank you.

XO_Louis:
:: Slowly opens eyes, then they close ::

CSO_Paldn:
::feeding storm info to FCO::

CO_Olbrun:
Sky: I will be in my quarters. Please alert me when we are within sensor range of Diva. Until then, you have the bridge.

CO_Olbrun:
::she stands, and heads for a turbolift::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: Aye Aye

FCO_Vid:
CSO_paldn:Compensating:

CSO_Paldn:
FCO: adjust course to avoid storm boundaries

OPS_Rhian:
CO:  Capt, I recommend we begin scanning for tachyon anomolies

XO_Louis:
:: Opens eyes and looks around but not strong enough to speak ::

CO_Olbrun:
::the captain is not on the bridge::

CSO_Paldn:
Captain off the bridge

FCO_Vid:
Sky:adjusting now Sir:

TACSirach:
::relaxes, then remembers about the counselor...hopes everyone forgot...trying to act busy::

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Keep an eye out for Romulans when we get to Diva.

OPS_Rhian:
::redirects suggestion to LT Sky::

CSO_Paldn:
OPS: proceed when we are near the system

CO_Olbrun:
::she gets changed, then heads up to Sickbay::

TACSirach:
::setting up sensors to scan intensly for Romulans::

CSO_Paldn:
CTO: download starchart and relevant data of Diva

CMO_Wells:
:: notices the XO's eyes are glassy but open, his pulse still slow but steady::  Xo: can you hear me? if you can blink your eyes twice in a row quickly..

CTO_Cain:
CSO: Aye sir.

TACSirach:
CTO: aye

CSO_Paldn:
::still at SCI1::

XO_Louis:
:: Blinks twice ::

CTO_Cain:
::sends data to CSOs councel::  CSO: On your screen sir.

CO_Olbrun:
::she enters sickbay, looking rather exhausted- the emotional strain of seeing Bradley die is starting to show::

CSO_Paldn:
CTO: thank you; FCO: steady as she goes

FCO_Vid:
CSO:maintaining Warp2 & adjusting stabilizers for storm activity:

XO_Louis:
:: See's the Captain and locks a gaze towards her, then drifts off to sleep ::

CSO_Paldn:
Counselor: nice to meet you I am Paladine Sky

CMO_Wells:
::Relived::  XO: good....  rest , and we will get you back up and moving agin ok.... you may be stiff for a while, and will be spending a few days in here but you will be alright.

CNS_Warke:
Paldn:nice to meet you

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits down next to him:: Louis: You delight in these sadistic strains on my blood pressure, don't you.

CSO_Paldn:
Counselor: welcome aboard

XO_Louis:
:: Eyes closed, a smile crosses at Dara's comment ::

CTO_Cain:
::Checking sensors for Romulan activity::

CNS_Warke:
Paldn:thank you

TACSirach:
::trying to keep busy::

CO_Olbrun:
::she doesn't even look up:: Louis: And this is what you get for leaving me at the mercy of Hazbin....

CMO_Wells:
::get's feeling she mightr want to duck out, and dis apears out away from xo and CO, goes and prepares Hot cocoa for when XO is able to take in warm fluids by mouth::

CNS_Warke:
::looks over crew roster::

ENGBishop:
::notices engine effieciency is at its best::

CO_Olbrun:
::she notes Wells' discreet exit::

TACSirach:
::looking over ship's status::

CSO_Paldn:
OPS: please allocate power as necessary

FCO_Vid:
CSO: 1.45 hrs to Diva at our present speed Sir:

XO_Louis:
:: Takes deep breath and moves hand out from under the blanket,... groping for Dara's hand ::

OPS_Rhian:
::retrieving data on Romulan cloaks...thinks about home::

OPS_Rhian:
CSO:  Understood

CO_Olbrun:
::she sees this and is tempted just to let him feel around for her hand::

FCO_Vid:
::Begins to wonder if Sirach will get together with counselor::

TACSirach:
::trying to avoid counselor and Vid::

CSO_Paldn:
All: the Nebula is rather pretty

CMO_Wells:
:: from the main bio status boad noticed the ZO's body temperature and , heart rate has risen sigmnificantly, and smiles::

CO_Olbrun:
::she finally pats his hand, and then sits back, just thinking::

XO_Louis:
:: Drifts off to sleep ::

CSO_Paldn:
::listening to engines hum their song of journey

CMO_Wells:
:: lputs a couple mugs of freshly rplicated Hot coaca on a tray and leaves them by the door to the XO's bio bed area, then discretly heads for her office::

CO_Olbrun:
::she waits until he's asleep, then leaves, going to her quarters::

TACSirach:
::feeling the other katra return, under breath:: uh oh

FCO_Vid:
::Wonders what may lie ahead in Neutral Zone?::

CO_Olbrun:
::once there, curls up on her couch and thinks things over::

CSO_Paldn:
::azure haze of the sensors in his eyes::

OPS_Rhian:
::monitoring EPS power flow::

Kris:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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